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Abstract

Three molecular and one morphological data sets of a group of African tree genera (Leguminosae, Detarieae s.l.) are combined in simultaneous phylogenetic analyses. A few taxa with long branches show an unstable placement, while several other clades remain intact in all analyses. In the genus Aphanocalyx two separate copies of ITS appear to be present. We provide a coding method to circumvent the problems this gives for combining data. Our study strongly supports the monophyly of Aphanocalyx subg. Aphanocalyx, with subg. Antherodontus as its most probable sister group. Bikinia and Tetraberlinia together form a monophyletic group. Bikinia is most likely also a monophyletic group, probably sister to Tetraberlinia, but possibly arising from within it. The internal and terminal branches of this group are relatively short, indicating this group may have radiated fairly recently. Julbernardia is probably monophyletic, and may be sister to Bikinia and Tetraberlinia. The position of the monotypic genus Icuria is still not clear. In the molecular phylogenies this taxon has a long branch with an unstable position. Icuria either has a long separate history or it originates from an anomalous event such as hybridisation. We found strong support for a clade containing Brachystegia, Aphanocalyx, Bikinia, Icuria, Julbernardia and Tetraberlinia.

Introduction

In many woody vegetation types in tropical Africa caesalpinioioid legumes play a key role in terms of both species numbers and biomass. A fair number of species are known for their gregarious occurrence. Some species from this group can form mono- or co-dominant stands in wet tropical forests, while others are the major woody component of savanna-woodlands (Gérard, 1960; Pierlot, 1966; Wieringa, 1999; Luhke et al., in press). The vast majority of these gregarious species are contained in the “Macrolobieae” clade of Bruneau et al. (2000, 2001). Nineteen genera belong to the “Macrolobieae” clade, with approximately 165 species. Despite its name this clade
is not identical to the tribe Macrolobieae Breteler (Breteler, 1995) because the genus *Macrolobium* is excluded. The species-rich and abundant occurrence of this successful group may be the result of several relatively recent radiations (Wieringa, 1999; Mackinder, 2000).

Recent phylogenetic studies of the “Macrolobieae” clade or parts of it (Wieringa, 1999; Bruneau *et al*., 2000, 2001; Gervais, 2000; Gervais and Bruneau, 2002) show many polytomies, indicating that relationships between the genera are poorly resolved. In some cases not even the monophyly of the genera could be ascertained. A morphological analysis of the former genus *Monopetalanthus* with several other related genera from the “Macrolobieae” clade (principally *Aphanocalyx*, *Julbernardia*, *Michelsonia* and *Tetraberlinia*) resulted in major nomenclatural changes for the species included in this genus (Wieringa, 1999). *Monopetalanthus* was merged with *Aphanocalyx*, while one of its species was moved to *Tetraberlinia* and another 6 to the new genus *Bikinia*. Subsequent studies on chloroplast and nuclear DNA of this clade focussing on the same genera (Gervais, 2000; Gervais and Bruneau, 2002) confirmed most morphological results. In some cases molecular data supported some relationships that were only very weakly supported in morphological data. The best example is *Bikinia* and *Tetraberlinia* being more closely related to each other than they are to *Aphanocalyx* and *Julbernardia*. On the other hand, the analyses of Gervais (2000) and Gervais and Bruneau (2002) cast doubt on some of the morphological relationships. For example *Aphanocalyx heitzii* (Pellegr.) Wieringa, a representative of *Aphanocalyx* subg. *Antherodontus* Wieringa, seems to be more related to *Julbernardia pellegriniana* Troupin than it is to other *Aphanocalyx* species. Another difference is that *Bikinia* appears to be derived from within *Tetraberlinia* in these studies. The last result also contradicts the results of a small AFLP study (Wieringa and Zevenbergen, 1999) that contained species from *Aphanocalyx*, *Bikinia*, *Julbernardia* and *Tetraberlinia* and was completely congruent with the initial morphological results (Wieringa, 1999).

The two data sources differed in an interesting way. Morphological data were quite strong around the generic level; the genera came out as fairly well to strongly supported clades, while there was also a reasonable amount of resolution within genera, but the relationships between genera remained a mystery (Wieringa, 1999). The DNA analyses on the other hand had far more problems achieving resolution at the species level. At generic level the resolution was in some cases not strong enough to prove monophyly of the genera, but this data did show far more resolution between the genera (Gervais and Bruneau, 2002). Similar results, where morphological data has resolution at a lower taxonomic level (between species), while molecular data provided resolution at a higher level (between species groups), have been found by Pennington (1996).

The present study has two main objectives. First we would like to test whether the combination of DNA data with morphological data results in stronger and more resolved phylogenies and what happens to those instances where the separate data sets give conflicting results. Our second objective is this phylogeny itself. We want to evaluate the monophyly of *Aphanocalyx* and its two subgenera, and of *Bikinia*, *Julbernardia* and *Tetraberlinia*. Moreover we are interested in the relationships among these genera.

**Materials and methods**

**Data sets**

For the combined analysis we have four data sets available. The first is a rDNA internal transcribed spacer (ITS) data set containing 55 sequences from 50 specimens (cloning revealed that five specimens showed two different sequences) belonging to 42 taxa. Ambiguously aligned parts of the alignment (287 characters) were excluded from the analysis. This resulted in 371 informative characters (Gervais, 2000; Gervais and Bruneau, 2002).
The second data set is based on sequences of the chloroplast psbA-trnH spacer. It consists of 57 specimens belonging to 50 taxa. It contains 76 informative characters, including one inversion of 15 bp, and 23 insertions, deletions or duplications (Gervais, 2000; Gervais and Bruneau, 2002). The third data set is a large set of chloroplast trnL intron sequences of which 42 taxa belonged to the “Macrolobieae” clade in which we are interested (Bruneau et al., 2001). The fourth data set consists of 104 morphological characters, of which 102 are informative, scored for 45 taxa. This final set is that of Wieringa (1999) augmented by one newly discovered species (Tetraberlinia apiphila Wieringa ined.). Further, a few additions based on new material have been made, the most important being that the floral characters of Icuria dunensis Wieringa have been added (most of the floral characters, character 47–93, were coded as missing data in Wieringa, 1999).

The insertions/deletions and inversion in the chloroplast DNA data sets have been coded as presence/absence characters. For more details on the accessions, the DNA extraction methods, the ITS and psbA-trnH sequences and how they were aligned see Gervais (2000) and Gervais and Bruneau (2002); for those on the trnL sequences see Bruneau et al. (2001). Apart from some binary and multistate characters the morphological data set also contains some characters with an intermediate state. Such characters have been treated as ordered and received 1/4 weight to ensure that the distance between the two real states remains one (similar to Sosef, 1994). Another 10 continuous characters were coded using Thiele’s (1993) gap weighting method. How and why these characters were coded as such is discussed at length by Wieringa (1999). The improved morphological matrix is available on request from the first author.

In order to be able to combine these data sets, all sequences of individual specimens were combined in a single matrix line and the morphological data of that taxon were added. Since we wanted to compare the results of combining data sets with the results of the individual data sets, we needed all characters within a data set to play the same role in the combined data set as they were doing in the individual data set. Hence we had to respect original weighting and ordered/unordered settings. Since some of the morphological characters were coded as 1/2, 1/4 or 1/8 steps (a result of the Gap weighting), all characters received weight 8 and the relevant morphological characters were set back to subsequently weight 4, 2 and 1.

Coding of different copies of ITS

The ITS analyses of Gervais and Bruneau (2002) revealed that in Aphanocalyx two different paralogous copies of ITS are present. The gene-tree resulting from this analysis shows a partly duplicated Aphanocalyx branch, sister to the other Aphanocalyx branch. Since both ITS copies have not been found in all Aphanocalyx species, the two branches are not identical. However, the presence of several species in both branches, in one case even based on ITS genes originating from the same specimen, clearly points to a duplication of the ITS gene which took place in the common ancestor of all Aphanocalyx species. Only in one specimen were both copies present, in all others only a single copy was found, but in two species both gene types were at least present in different specimens. In our present study we are interested in the phylogenetic relationships in this group and the effect of combining data, not in the gene tree of ITS. The presence of a copy of ITS seriously hinders the possibility of combining ITS data with other data sources in such a way that clade resolutions will be strengthened. While combining data sets, Gervais (2000) and Gervais and Bruneau (2002) used all ITS sequences in combination with the relevant chloroplast gene. In such an analysis, within Aphanocalyx the ITS data will be “pushing” for trees having the two duplicated branches of the ITS gene tree, while the other data are (ideally) “pushing” for trees representing the taxon phylogeny. The conflicting data will decrease the resolution in the Aphanocalyx clade instead of enhancing it. Since the information content of ITS data is larger than that of the other data sources, the
resulting trees will probably show the duplicate branch pattern, but weakly supported because of the conflicting data present. This is indeed what happened in such analyses conducted by Gervais (2000), Wieringa and Gervais (2001) and Gervais and Bruneau (2002).

To be able to use the ITS data in a constructive manner we coded the two paralogous ITS copies in *Aphanocalyx* as two different genes (Fig. 1). The decision as to which of the two copies a sequence belonged was based on the initial ITS gene-tree. For each of these paralogous copies the ITS outside *Aphanocalyx* can be considered homologous. So, we could add the ITS codes of taxa outside *Aphanocalyx* to both genes in the matrix (Fig. 1C). However, during an analysis this would result in the ITS being weighted double over branches outside *Aphanocalyx*. Ideally the analysis program would be able to back-weigh such characters over these branches, but

![Diagram of the four different combined data matrices used for the analyses (version A–D).](image)

**Fig. 1.** Diagram of the four different combined data matrices used for the analyses (version A–D). The **columns** represent characters blocks: oc = other characters, ITS = ITS outside *Aphanocalyx* when seen as a separate character, ITS-c1 = paralogous ITS copy A, ITS-c2 = paralogous ITS copy B. The **rows** represent accessions: NA = non-*Aphanocalyx* accessions, A1 = *Aphanocalyx* accessions possessing ITS copy A, A2 = *Aphanocalyx* accessions possessing ITS copy B. A.djum. = *Aphanocalyx djumaensis*, which accession contained both ITS copies.
present programs are not able to do so. To deal with this problem we have performed three analyses for each data set including ITS data: (1) one in which the non-
*Aphanocalyx* ITS sequences were homologised to the first copy (version A, Fig. 1A). This is the copy in which *A. djumaensis* clone A and the *A. heitzii* sample belong in the paper of Gervais and Bruneau (2002); (2) one in which they were homologised to the other copy (version B, Fig. 1B; this is the copy where the two *A. ledermannii* samples and *A. djumaensis* clone B belong); and (3) one where they were added to both copies (version C, Fig. 1C). In this last version all ITS characters received half weight, implying that outside *Aphanocalyx* they counted as full (twice with half weight), but inside *Aphanocalyx* only for half weight. In version A and B the copy where no other sequences were added to was coded as missing for the other accessions. Since in the same *A. djumaensis* sample both copies were found, this accession was the only accession that had both character sets coded in all analyses.

**Phylogenetic analyses**

The first analysis (see Table 1, analysis 1) was performed with the improved morphological data set. Based on Bruneau *et al.* (2000) and Gervais and Bruneau (2002), *Berlinia* is the least related genus of the included genera, and hence *Berlinia bracteosa* Benth. was chosen as outgroup. The second series of analyses (Table 1, analyses 2A–C) performed used all molecular data sets for specimens of which at least two of the three molecular sequences were available. The third series of analyses (Table 1, analyses 3A–C) only used specimens for which all three molecular data sets were available. Since *Cryptosepalum tetraphyllum* (Hook.f.) Benth. is the least related of the taxa included in the analyses of series 2 and 3 (Bruneau *et al.*, 2000) it was used as outgroup. The fourth series of analyses (Table 1, analyses 4A–C) was run using all four data sets on all specimens where all four datasets were available. Since *Icuria dunensis* has a fairly long branch and it appears in quite different places in the different analyses, a fifth series of analyses (Table 1, analyses 5A–C) was performed similar to series 4, but excluding *Icuria*, in order to explore the influence of long branch-attraction as a phenomenon. Based on the results from the second and third analyses *Microberlinia brazzavillensis* A.Chev. was chosen as the most appropriate outgroup for the analyses series four and five.

Some taxa, such as *Aphanocalyx heitzii*, *Icuria dunensis*, *Julbernardia pellegriniana* and *Tetraberlinia bifoliolata* appear to have long terminal branches, possibly causing long branch attraction artefact (Felsenstein, 1978). Maximum likelihood analysis has been claimed to be immune to this problem (Felsenstein, 1978; Huelsenbeck, 1995). We therefore performed two maximum likelihood analyses to test whether the placement of these taxa might be influenced by long branch attraction. One analysis was performed on the ITS data set, in which only the sequences of the first copy were included for *Aphanocalyx*. The second was performed on the chloroplast data sets. These maximum likelihood analyses were performed using a 8-parameter model (GTR + I + Γ) for which the parameters were estimated on some of the most parsimonious trees for the same data set, and subsequently fixed a priori.

To be able to see the effects of the way we coded the two copies of the ITS region in *Aphanocalyx*, we conducted two more analyses. One analysis included the combined morphological and molecular data set. The two different ITS copies inside *Aphanocalyx* were coded as two separate character series, apart from the third series consisting of ITS from outside *Aphanocalyx* (Fig. 1D). Here none of the three sets is considered homologous to one of the other sets. The second analysis used the same combined data set but without all *Aphanocalyx* specimens.

All analyses were performed with PAUP 4.0b8a (Swofford, 2002) on a PowerMac G4. Heuristic searches were performed with 100 random addition sequences replicates and tree bisection-reconnection branch swapping. Branches of zero length were collapsed. All heuristic analyses were followed by a Jackknife analysis (36% deletion, fast stepwise addition) with 10,000 replicates.
Results

The analysis of the improved morphological data set (Table 1, analysis 1) produced two shortest trees (Fig. 2). Compared with the results of Wieringa (1999) there is one striking difference: the new species Tetrapherlinia apipihila seems to link Tetrapherlinia to Bikinia. Based on its general morphology, the new species seems very closely related to T. bifoliolata (sterile samples cannot be told apart), although it shares some characters with Bikinia as well. In the morphological tree this species is placed at the apex of the old Tetrapherlinia phylogeny, indeed closest to T. bifoliolata, but subsequently the entire Bikinia clade is added as its sister. Although these are the shortest trees, we find this pectinate solution very unlikely. Our doubt is strengthened by the fact that in the Jackknife analysis the clade Tetrapherlinia apipihila + T. bifoliolata receives a value of 56%, which opposes the clade T. apipihila + Bikinia, which receives no support whatsoever.

Contrary to what was predicted by Wieringa (1999) the coding of floral characters of Icuria did not result in Icuria becoming separate from the Bikinia clade. Since most floral organs are very much reduced or absent in Icuria, the also fairly reduced floral elements of Bikinia apparently provide a good position for linkage. The flowers are in fact quite distinct, but they differ in characters that were not coded or were unique for Icuria.

The series of analyses of combined molecular data sets for taxa with at least two of the three sequences available (Table 1, analyses 2A–C) resolve a clade containing Icuria, Tetrapherlinia and Bikinia in analyses 2A and 2C, and in a part of the shortest trees of analysis 2B. In these cases Icuria becomes sister to two clones of the same sample of Bikinia pellegrinii, where both species have long branches. This clade is resolved as sister to a clade consisting of a monophyletic Tetrapherlinia which is sister to the rest of Bikinia in analyses 2A and 2C, or it becomes part of the Bikinia clade which then is sister of Tetrapherlinia minus T. bifoliolata in part of the trees of analysis 2B. The latter species, with a very long branch, becomes sister to this combined clade. All three Jackknife analyses are similar in that they strongly support a Tetrapherlinia (minus T. bifoliolata) clade and several internal parts of Bikinia are supported. Aphanocalyx entirely collapses, although this genus is resolved as monophyletic in analyses 2A and 2C and as such in part of the 1441 trees in analysis 2B. In all three analyses of series 2 there is strong support (81–97% jackknife; JN) for Brachystegia, Julbernardia, Icuria, Bikinia, Tetrapherlinia and Aphanocalyx forming a monophyletic group.

The analyses of combined molecular data sets for taxa with all data available (series 3) are fairly similar; they only differ in the position of Aphanocalyx heitzii and Icuria dunensis. When one is placed as sister to Aphanocalyx subg. Aphanocalyx, the other becomes sister to Julbernardia pellegriniana, while in some other trees they are exchanged. In analysis 3C A. heitzii is sister to subg. Aphanocalyx and Icuria is sister to J. pellegriniana (Fig. 3), in analysis 3A their position is exchanged, while in analysis 3B both topologies are found. The subgenus Aphanocalyx has moderate support (57–68% JN) for its monophyly in all three analyses of series 3. In all cases Bikinia is also monophyletic with high (80–92%) Jackknife support. Usually it is sister to Tetrapherlinia minus T. bifoliolata. Tetrapherlinia bifoliolata is then resolved as sister to this Bikinia + Tetrapherlinia clade, but this last clade has little support (51–58% JN). In some of the trees of analysis 3A T. bifoliolata becomes part of Tetrapherlinia, rendering both genera monophyletic. In all three analyses of series 3, there is a high (83–91%) Jackknife support for a Tetrapherlinia + Bikinia clade. Again there is strong support (85–98% JN) for a clade containing Brachystegia, Julbernardia, Icuria, Bikinia, Tetrapherlinia and Aphanocalyx.

In the combined molecular and morphological analyses (series 4) the three analyses result in three different topologies. In analysis 4A, Tetrapherlinia and Bikinia are both monophyletic and sisters, while Icuria is sister to Aphanocalyx. In analysis 4B, Icuria becomes part of Bikinia, although this is contested by a Jackknife support of 66% for a monophyletic Bikinia in this analysis, and T. bifoliolata becomes sister to the
Phylogeny of *Aphanocalyx, Bikinia, Icuria, Julbernardia & Tetraberlinia.*

**TABLE 1.** Number of included taxa, characters, informative characters (inf.c), number of resulting trees, their length and some tree statistics: consistency index (c.i.), retention index (r.i.) and rescaled consistency index (r.c.) for the parsimony analyses performed. Lengths should be divided by 8 to get proper unweighed lengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis character set</th>
<th>char. taxa</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inf.c</td>
<td>trees</td>
<td>length</td>
<td>c.i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morphology</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 out of 3 molecular sets</td>
<td>2197</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all molecular sets</td>
<td>2197</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all 4 sets available</td>
<td>2301</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minus <em>Icuria</em></td>
<td>2301</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results from analysis 4D, where none of the three ITS copies is considered homologous, are nearly identical to those of 4C, the topology is only different within *Aphanocalyx* and most jackknife values are lower. The exclusion of *Aphanocalyx* (analysis 4E) does not have much effect on the topology of the other taxa either.

Since quite some instability in previous analyses seems derived from the unstable position of *Icuria* in these analyses, this taxon was deleted from the combined data set (analyses series 5). The phylogenies resulting from the different versions (e.g., Fig. 4) differ only in some internal branches in *Aphanocalyx*. There is a high support (97–99% JN) for a monophyletic *Bikinia*, a fairly low support (52–61% JN) for a monophyletic *Tetraberlinia*, and a high support again for a *Bikinia + Tetraberlinia* clade (86–91% JN). Another result is a high support (79–87% JN) for a monophyletic *Aphanocalyx*, where *A. heitzii* becomes sister to the very highly supported (99–100% JN) subg. *Aphanocalyx*. Moderate support (69–86% JN) exists for the *Julbernardia* clade, which in all three versions is placed as sister to the *Bikinia + Tetraberlinia* clade, although only once slightly supported (52% JN).

The maximum likelihood analysis of the ITS data resulted in a single most likely tree. *Icuria dunensis*, *Tetraberlinia bifoliolata* and the two clones of *Bikinia pellegriniana* B13305 together still have long branches, but now *Bikinia* is monophyletic, with *Icuria* sister to *Bikinia + Tetraberlinia*, with the exception that *T. bifoliolata* is sister to *Aphanocalyx + Bikinia + Tetraberlinia*. *Aphanocalyx heitzii* is sister to all other species of *Aphanocalyx* (subg. *Aphanocalyx*). Most of the internal and terminal branches in the *Tetraberlinia* and *Bikinia* clades are very short compared to other genera (*Aphanocalyx, Brachystegia* and *Julbernardia*).
**FIG. 2.** One of the 2 shortest trees resulting from the parsimony analysis of morphological data (analysis 1). Values above branches indicate branch length, whilst values below branches indicate jackknife support. A * below a branch indicates that the branch collapses in the strict consensus tree.
Fig. 3. One of 15 most parsimonious trees resulting from the analysis of all molecular data for all taxa with all 3 sequences available where outside-\textit{Aphanocalyx} ITS is homologised to both paralogous copies in \textit{Aphanocalyx} (analysis 3C). Values below branches indicate jackknife values. A * indicates the branch collapses in the strict consensus tree.
The maximum likelihood analysis of the chloroplast data produced 16 most likely trees. These all show a clade containing all Bikinia and Tetraberlinia species, although internally intermingled, which is sister to three Julbernardia species. A fourth Julbernardia (J. pellegriniana) is placed together with Aphanocalyx heitzii in a clade with all Brachystegia species. Aphanocalyx subg. Aphanocalyx is a monophyletic group, which comes out of a polytomy together with Icuria, the Brachystegia clade and the Julbernardia + Tetraberlinia + Bikinia clade.

In both ML analyses Icuria is placed outside other generic clades, while Bikinia pellegrinii B13305 is always placed together with other Bikinia species. Other taxa with long branches, like Tetraberlinia bifoliolata and Aphanocalyx heitzii come out as expected on morphological grounds in one analysis, while they are placed anomalously in the other analysis.

Discussion

Effect of combining data

Our first objective was to evaluate whether combining morphological and molecular data sets in a simultaneous analysis results in more resolved and well-supported phylogenies, than when analysing the datasets separately. The answer to this question is yes. Compared with the results from the old (Wieringa, 1999) and improved morphological data set, all supports for major clades (Aphanocalyx, Bikinia, Tetraberlinia, Julbernardia) have become higher in the combined analyses. An initially high support for a combined Icuria + Bikinia clade in the morphological analysis is refuted, even though such a clade was present in both the morphological and the ITS analyses. As will be discussed below, the placement of Icuria in Bikinia is highly questionable, so the fact that this initial support now collapses should be seen as an advantage due to the combination of sets. Compared to separate molecular analyses the resolution in the combined analyses is clearly higher, although, due to the not identical taxon sampling, the number of taxa has become lower. Compared to the combined molecular analysis for taxa with all three sequences available (analyses series 3), support for some clades has become stronger (Aphanocalyx and subg. Aphanocalyx), for some it has become weaker (Bikinia + Tetraberlinia clade), while for others it depends on the particular analysis (e.g., Bikinia). However, while most of the molecular analyses resolve Tetraberlinia as paraphyletic without real support (51–58% JN), the combined analysis resolves it monophyletic with weak support (61–66% JN). Again, the paraphyletic situation was due to a questionable placement, in this case of T. bifoliolata (see below), so the weak support for a monophyletic Tetraberlinia can be seen as a better result.

It is interesting to note that both the molecular analyses and the improved morphological analysis placed Bikinia as derived from Tetraberlinia, although both in their own way, while the combined analyses result in two monophyletic sister genera. The results of the series of analyses 4 and 5 (Fig. 4) are congruent with the results of the pilot AFLP analysis of Wieringa and Zevenbergen (1999), which included the critical taxon Tetraberlinia bifoliolata. Regrettably, there are no molecular data yet available for the new species Tetraberlinia apiphila. Since this species combines some morphological characters of Tetraberlinia and Bikinia, and hence plays a connecting role between these two genera in a morphological phylogenetic analysis, its incorporation may provide further clues to the real phylogenetic relationships in this group.

Long branch attraction

In all separate analyses (morphology, ITS, chloroplast DNA), Icuria ends up at the end of a long to very long branch (e.g., Fig. 3). That this monotypic genus jumps around from one genus to another in separate analyses, or even in between shortest trees within one analysis, suggests that its placement suffers from long branch attraction. Indeed, we see that in most cases it is linked to another long branch, such
FIG. 4. One of the two shortest trees resulting from the parsimony analysis of the combined molecular and morphological data for all taxa with all 4 data sets available but without *Icuria*, where outside-*Aphanocalyx* ITS is homologised to both of the paralogous ITS copies in *Aphanocalyx* (analysis 5C). Values below branches indicate jackknife values. A * indicates the branch collapses in the strict consensus tree.
as the terminal branches of *Julbernardia pellegriniana*, *Aphanocalyx heitzii* and *Bikinia durandii* (F.Halle & Normand) Wieringa, or internal long branches as that to the two nearly identical ITS clones of *Bikinia pellegrinii* (B13305) or that to well supported clades like *Aphanocalyx* subg. *Aphanocalyx*.

In the maximum likelihood analyses, which are less sensitive to long branch attraction, the position of *Icuria* is still unclear. However, in both analyses the most likely trees showed *Icuria* as a separate lineage basal to at least *Bikinia* and *Tetraberlinia* or as part of a polytomy with these and other genera. In analyses of series 5, where *Icuria* was deleted, JN support values for both the *Bikinia* clade and the *Bikinia* + *Tetraberlinia* were considerably higher than they were in analyses of series 4 that included *Icuria*. Apparently the contradicting evidence that existed in analyses of series 4 was mainly caused by the presence of *Icuria*. These results suggest that the placement of *Icuria* within one of these genera is an erroneous case of long branch attraction. Similar, but less severe, long branches with subsequent unstable placement occur in *Tetraberlinia bifoliolata*, *Aphanocalyx heitzii* and *Julbernardia pellegriniana*. It is the placement of these long-branched species which results in these genera becoming para- or polyphyletic in some of the analyses.

Future research should focus on the origin of these long branches, especially whether increased substitution rates could be involved. In the case of *Aphanocalyx heitzii* the long branches may become shorter if the two related species from its subgenus are added. Subdivision of long branches may reduce the errors caused by long branch attraction (e.g. Hendy & Penny, 1989), however, it may also introduce new errors (Poe & Swofford, 1999). The case of *Tetraberlinia bifoliolata* might be more complicated. In morphological terms this species is a typical member of *Tetraberlinia*, and its placement on a relatively long branch apart from other *Tetraberlinia* species is suspect. Adding *T. tubmaniana* J. Léonard and the new species *T. apiphila* might help here, but if this does not help, we should be aware there might be something special about this taxon, like introgression from another genus. Since hybrids will share apomorphologies with different clades, their placement in a parsimony analysis will always be relatively costly, and hence give a long terminal branch of the hybrid taxon. Actually, hybrids should not be placed in a cladogram at all, because their actual phylogenetic pattern is reticulate instead of only branching.

A completely different case is that of *Icuria* and *Julbernardia pellegriniana* (also classified in the monotypic genus *Paraberlinia*). Both these taxa are more or less morphologically distinct, and the long branch might either point to a real long separate history whose origin is difficult to reconstruct, or these taxa find their origin in a hybridisation event.

### Duplication of ITS region

A special problem with this data set arose by the duplication of the ITS region in the *Aphanocalyx* clade. In combined analyses where the different copies were treated as the same sequence in separate taxa (e.g., Gervais and Bruneau, 2002), the resulting trees always showed the duplicated tree. This was to be expected since the number of ITS characters is larger than all other characters together, which are subsequently overruled. Because of the conflicting evidence, in such combined analyses the *Aphanocalyx* clade does not have much resolution or support. To circumvent this problem several options are available. A very conservative approach was performed in analysis 4E, where all *Aphanocalyx* species are left out of the analyses. Since nothing changed in the topology outside *Aphanocalyx* compared to analyses where these taxa were included, it seems reasonable to include *Aphanocalyx* taxa in some way. This way we can see where *Aphanocalyx* fits in the phylogeny, test its monophyly and get some ideas about its internal structure. A conservative approach including *Aphanocalyx*, is to code the two copies as separate sequences without considering one of them homologous to the sequences of the other taxa, as was performed in analysis 4D. The topology of this analysis is hardly different from that
of 4C, but the support for the *Aphanocalyx* clade is fairly low in analysis 4D, probably due to the relatively small number of shared characters between taxa inside and outside *Aphanocalyx*. Whether the different ITS copies are made homologous in some way or not, apparently does not make much difference, but in the latter case, the placement and its support of *Aphanocalyx* relative to other genera will be solely based on the morphological and chloroplast data sets. Since the original support for the *Aphanocalyx* clade in the morphological data set was fairly strong, the support was expected to remain more or less intact, and it did.

In analysis 4C of series 4 where both paralogous ITS copies inside *Aphanocalyx* were homologised to the external ITS, the Jackknife values, retention index and consistency index usually lay in between the values resulting from the other two versions where only one of the copies was homologised. This suggests that the double homologisation is a good way to get a general idea of which support is present in the data. Placement of the clade containing the duplicate ITS region will be based on the patterns in both copies, and it was to be expected that support for a given solution would be intermediate between the support present in the individual copies. Regrettably the double homologisation weighs the ITS data inside *Aphanocalyx* for only half weight.

**Phylogenetic results**

Our second objective was to gain knowledge on the phylogeny of this group. Part of our question is answered: *Aphanocalyx* subg. *Aphanocalyx* is a monophyletic group, and *Aphanocalyx* subg. *Antherodontus* most probably is its sister clade, which would resolve the genus as monophyletic as well. If we consider the anomalous behaviour of *Icuria* as the result of long branch attraction, then we can conclude that *Bikinia* is a monophyletic group as well. It should be noted that in the ITS phylogeny (Gervais, 2000) *Bikinia congensis* Wieringa ended up next to *Anthonotha*; this species was not part of this study because all other molecular data are missing for this taxon. Its placement is so anomalous, given its strong morphological affinity to other *Bikinia* species, that the ITS sequence should be reproduced and other DNA sequences of this taxon should be added.

The morphological studies have so far been unable to support the monophyly of *Bikinia + Tetraberlinia*. Again, if *Icuria* is excluded, the evidence for these two genera forming a clade is quite strong (91% JN in analysis 5C). Our next question is whether *Tetraberlinia* is a monophyletic group or not. Our evidence suggests that at least *T. longiracemosa* (A.Chev.) Wieringa, *T. polyphylla* (Harms) J.Leonard ex Voorh. and *T. moreliana* Aubrev. form a monophyletic group, where the first two are more closely related to each other. The combined data sets analyses suggest that they indeed form a clade with the fourth species in the analysis, *T. bifoliolata*, but the support is not very strong. The single sample included of *T. bifoliolata* has a very long branch in the ITS data set, which may affect its placement. Incorporating another sequence of this species and molecular data of *T. apiphila* will probably shed some light on this issue.

The internal and terminal branches of *Bikinia* and *Tetraberlinia* are very short, especially for molecular data. Possibly the species in these genera, especially *Bikinia*, are relatively young. Since the two sister species *B. coriacea* (J.Morel ex Aubrev.) Wieringa and *B. aciculifera* Wieringa occur in two adjacent proposed Pleistocene glacial forest refuges (Maley, 1987; Sosef, 1994), it is possible that they only speciated during one of the last glacial periods. A similar vicariant species pair is also present in *Tetraberlinia* (*T. moreliana* and *T. korupensis* Wieringa, Fig. 1), but this needs further phylogenetic testing before conclusions may be drawn. If both genera radiated recently, new evidence should not only come from more molecular data and added taxa, but also additional morphological characters should be sought (Bateman, 1999).

*Julbernardia* appears to be a monophyletic genus. In the final analyses (analyses series 5) there is considerable support (69–91% JN) that it also includes *J. pellegriniana*, which species previously has been classified as a separate genus. Still,
the long branch leading to this species is suspect and warrants further study (see above). *Julbernardia* may be sister to the *Bikinia + Tetraberlinia* clade, but so far without real support.

The internal topology of *Aphanocalyx* subg. *Aphanocalyx* was reasonably well resolved in the morphological data, but the plastid DNA data (Gervais, 2000) are very inconclusive, while the ITS data only add ambiguity due to the presence of the two copies. As a result resolution has become lower inside the clade of this subgenus, only the once strong link between *A. cynometroides* Oliv. and *A. margininervatus* J.Leonard, although weakened, seems to hold.

Another significant result from the combined molecular data sets is that *Brachystegia, Aphanocalyx, Bikinia, Icuria, Julbernardia* and *Tetraberlinia* form a clade (“babijt” clade). This clade was also present in the analyses of Gervais and Bruneau (2002), but, due to our different coding of the duplicate ITS region, the support in our analysis has increased to 97% JN in analysis 2C and 98% JN in 3C. In our analyses this clade is always sister to *Pellegriniodendron diphyllum* (Harms) J.Leonard, but without jackknife support. Since *Pellegriniodendron* is probably derived from within *Gilbertiodendron* (see Bruneau et al., 2000), these two genera together should be included in future studies. Based on its morphology, the genus *Michelsonia*, which has not been analysed for DNA so far, might be part of this “babijt” clade, which would then become the “bambijt” clade. With over 70 species, this clade contains nearly half of the species of the “Macrolobieae” clade, and includes the genera *Julbernardia* and *Brachystegia*, which both radiated into the African savannas.

Conclusions

Combing morphological and molecular data results in trees with a higher resolution and support compared to separate analyses. Also some new topologies, not present in any of the separate analyses were found. It was difficult to assess the placement of several taxa due to long branch attraction. *Aphanocalyx heitzii, Icuria dunensis, Tetraberlinia bifoliolata* and *Julbernardia pellegriniana*, in particular suffer from this phenomenon. For cases where paralogous copies of genes are present, we introduced a coding which homologises one or both copies with the homologous DNA of taxa outside the clade that includes the copy. The method where both copies are homologised is preferred, although it is even better to evaluate all three options.

*Aphanocalyx* subg. *Aphanocalyx* is a monophyletic group, the genus as a whole is probably monophyletic as well. There is strong evidence that *Bikinia* is a monophyletic genus: it is most probably is sister to *Tetraberlinia*, but it may arise from within that genus. Together *Bikinia* and *Tetraberlinia* form a monophyletic group, possibly sister to a monophyletic *Julbernardia*. *Icuria* is probably a separate lineage, together with the genera *Aphanocalyx, Bikinia, Brachystegia, Julbernardia* and *Tetraberlinia* it forms the “babijt” clade.
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